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Background and Goal

Currently in the market, there’s already restaurant

using autonomous robot waiters. However, these

robots were moving based on line tracking, which

was not smart enough.

http://news.ifeng.com/a/20141128/42589560_0.shtml

SHOULD I PICK THIS?

SHOULD I AVOID IT?

HOW FAR I STILL NEED TO GO?

http://news.ifeng.com/a/20141128/42589560_0.shtml


Objectives

The goal of this project is to prototype of an autonomous 

delivery bot, which represents an autonomous waiter in real 

life. The goal of the project includes:

● To build a small size bot which can move to target 

location and stop when encounters obstacles in 

midway.

● Set block with human front face picture as objective 

location, and colored box as obstacle, the bot would 

start to move when it detect the objective location, 

but stop while detect obstacle.



Previous work

Arduino Project
Propeller Project

• With multiple cogs, develop the robot to be

“smart” enough knowing real-time position

without interrupting other tasks processing

• Give more reliable position feedback.

• Design and build an automated delivery bot

• Grab the bottle, drive to designated point 

and drop it



Devices and Elements



Vision Control Features on R-Pi

- Face Detection

- Distance Measurement

- Color Detection



Face Detection

- Detect different faces & print signal(pixels location) in real-time 

Advantage of using USB 
camera



Distance Detection

Triangle Similarity Camera with OpenCV detecting 
moving face and returning distance



Color Detection 

c - Detect color ---> contour the color ---> draw certain 
shape on the biggest objective colored area
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Color Detection 

c - Detect color ---> contour the color ---> draw certain 
shape on the biggest objective colored area



R-Pi and Arduino Communication

ls/dev/tty*



R-Pi and Arduino Communication

‘b #AccelX: ‘0.1234567 \r\n’



R-Pi and Arduino Communication



Future Step

- For direction sensing & increase accuracy

x-axis

Off-center angle could be detected 
using camera and OpenCV

Narrow the range of area, in which 
signal of detected object is taken



Demo

Demo


